BITCOIN
ALPHA

BTC Alpha Fund: Summary
Bitcoin is an emerging alternative asset that boasts strong return potential. Many investors are, however, unwilling to accept
the high volatility and capital drawdown risk.
The Bitcoin Alpha Fund aims to lessen the downside deviation of pure Bitcoin exposure without sacrificing long term returns.
The Bitcoin Alpha Fund aims to outperform Bitcoin by utilizing options and lending strategies to hedge monthly drawdown to
a maximum of 10% whilst still providing exposure to price gains. The Fund is suitable for investors who want to hold Bitcoin
long-term but want limited downside and enhanced returns.
IBA Fund (in BTC) realized performance relative to BTC spot
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Investment Case for Bitcoin

Given its relatively small market capitalization, Bitcoin offers
exceptional return potential
Cryptocurrencies are barely ten years old and yet have grown
at an astonishing rate. They still, however, represent a tiny
share of global wealth. In total market capitalization,
cryptocurrencies are currently 350x smaller than global
stock markets.
Often compared to the precious metal, Bitcoin still
represents a mere fraction of gold’s market size. Based on a
maximum supply of 21 million BTC, Bitcoin would be worth
over $100k per coin if it captured 20% of gold’s market
capitalization and over $500k per coin if it replaced
gold as the recognized global store of wealth.

Investment Case for Bitcoin

Despite the enormous potential of the digital asset, the exceptional
volatility makes the asset unpalatable for more investors
Bitcoin far outstrips most traditional asset classes in terms of volatility. While only recently eclipsed by oil, Bitcoin has maintained the dominant position
as the most volatile of the major asset classes over the past decade.

Fund Objective

Introducing the Invictus Bitcoin Alpha Fund (IBA).
IBA aims to outperform Bitcoin by utilizing options and lending
strategies to offer both downside protection and yield over spot.

IBA Fund (in BTC) realized performance relative to BTC spot

Key features of the fund include:
• 1x long Bitcoin exposure.
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through the purchase of an out-of-the-money put option.

Hedging Using Option

To provide protection from volatility, a put option strategy is employed
by the Fund. The purpose of this option is to limit capital drawdown while
still providing the Fund upside exposure in market rallies.
The Collar

The hedging strategy is implemented as follows:
Profit or
Loss

Regular
Covered Write

+$300

$0.00

-$200

Stock Price at
Expiration

• Purchase of an out-the-money put option to limit downside
risk. This effectively caps downside to a maximum of 10%
of the US dollar value of the fund per month.
• Sale of an out-the-money call option. The premium
received from the sale of the call option helps to pay for the
put option cost while capping the maximum fund gain to
30% for a given month.
• Portfolio margin agreements allow the fund to engage in
USD collateral lending activities to generate interest returns
as per the Invictus Margin Lending (IML) Fund. These yields
will be applied to offset the cost of the purchased put.

Source: The Options Guide

Invictus Bitcoin Alpha Overview

Features
24/7 subscriptions and
redemptions (subject to
smart contract liquidity)

Fees

Fund structure

No Management Fee

Open-ended

Performance Fee = 20%
over and above Bitcoin
Spot (Benchmark
Returns)

Long Bitcoin exposure
through 1x futures
contracts.

Subscriptions
BTC, ETH, TUSD and USDT
Redemptions
USDT

Long out of the money
put option with a targeted
10% max monthly
drawdown
Short out of the money
call option with a cap of
approximately 30% on
monthly returns
Portfolio margin
agreements will allow us
to generate yield on fund
assets through lending
activities, as per the
Invictus Margin lending
Fund.

Risk and return
assumptions
Return:
The fund will aim to
outperform Bitcoin as a
benchmark.

Investor Proﬁle:
Medium to long term
suitability
Moderate levels
of volatility

Backtesting

The Fund is most appropriate for investors who have a long-term
investment horizon. Past performance shows strong outperformance
over the BTC spot benchmark, particularly in times of market drawdown.*

Year-to-date (2020) returns
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The relative returns over a long 1 BTC position can be seen below:
Year-to-date (2020) returns
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*Past performance is not a guarantee or necessarily predictive of future performance.
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Thank you
For more information, please contact:
omer@invictuscapital.com

